HELP ATTAMAH ACHIEVE HIS DREAM OF BECOMING A LAWYER
About the Fundraiser My name is Chijioke Malachy Attamah. I am a Nigerian; resident in Nigeria. I am a
student of Law in American University of Nigeria. I am from an economic disadvantaged family. I lost my
parents at a very tender age, when I was in primary school and as a result of that I have had so many
experiences â€“ both the good and the ugly, which have contributed to making my life more historical. Studying
Law at American University of Nigeria American University of Nigeria (AUN) is a private university and the first
development university in Nigeria. Among the courses it offers is law which I am currently studying for a
Degree. I am confident that studying law at American University of Nigeria will equip me with both knowledge
and skills I need to make a good lawyer, but this can only be achieved with your generous support towards my
education.Below are picture of myself, co-students and lectures at AUN.Below is a copy of my admission letter
and the fees schedule. Before I enrolled in American University of Nigeria for the Degree in Law, I studied at
College for Legal Studies, Yola where I obtained a Diploma in Law in the year 2009. Between the year 2009
and 2016 when I got admission in AUN, I sought admission for a Degree in Law in Nigerian government
universities but none of them gave me admission, even with the good result (upper credit) I made in the
college. The reason for not giving me admission is not far away from the fact that I refused to offer a bribe to
the admission officers, a practice that has become very common in our government universities in Nigeria,
especially when one is applying to study professional courses such as Law, Medicine, and Pharmacy. . WHY I
HAVE CHOSEN TO STUDY LAW It has been my desire to study law because I believe my purpose in life is to
serve humanity and I will get that fulfilled through my desired career in law. I hate seeing people facing
challenges in life, especially when their rights are being violated. It gets me angry and I am passionate about
helping those in such situations. I am motivated by helping people get their challenges solved or by helping
them get their needs met; I always experience an inner fulfillment and motivation when I know I have helped.

Upon graduation I will set up a charity with a view to giving back to my society. The charity will focus on
advocating for the needy in the society, especially those whose rights are violated but cannot afford the cost of
seeking justice in the courts because of their disadvantaged economic and or educational backgrounds. We
will engage credible and competent lawyers to demand justice for them. The charity will also engage in
promoting human rights and educating the public on same through mass awareness campaigns and the use
of digital media and other traditional media. I will want to use the knowledge and skills acquired in school to
serve my society. MY VOLUNTEERING EXPERIENCES In my quest to contribute to making the society
where I live better, I have volunteered in different capacities. I have served as a voluntary teacher at Lengdo
Primary School in Jada Local Government Area of Adamawa State, Nigeria from 2010 to 2014 where I taught
pupils English Language. Attached is a copy of letter of recommendation issued to me in Lengdo Primary
School alongside picture I snapped with the pupils.During fall semester 2017 I volunteered as a teacher for
AUN Feed and Read Programme, an initiative of American University of Nigeria designed to give literacy to
some out of school children and those that were displaced as a result of Boko Haram insurgency in the
Northeast, Nigeria. The teaching exercise took place
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